Module 1
SMA Standards of Care (SoC) & Role of Physiotherapists in SMA Management
SMA is a complex condition and often requires multidisciplinary care. Dr Mazzone provides a review on the standards of care in SMA, focusing on standardized outcome measures and clinical rehabilitation objective.

Module 2
Implementation of SoC and Guidance during COVID-19
In this module, Dr Mazzone shares how to assess and implement rehabilitation goals, setting goals with a multidisciplinary team, communicate the outcomes of rehabilitation to family and caregivers, and monitor disease progression. Dr Mazzone also describes how patients with SMA can cope during COVID-19, when access to hospital care is disrupted.

Module 3
Adaptation of Rehabilitation in Treated Patients (New Phenotype)
New phenotype in SMA represents new challenges and implications to care. Dr Mazzone discusses how clinical rehabilitation should be adopted in treated patients based on their new phenotype.